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LRH Public Affairs Archivist has requested to obtain 
Exy certain non-Dn and Sen materials that we presently 
have in the C Archives. 

Along with the file cabinets of original Dn and Sen 
tech, we presently have in the C Archives several * 
trunks of material which are very miscellaneous and 
include early LRH org traffic, old LRH personal Items a 
(ie. family letters, his diary’ s as a -boy, etc. }«rwT \ju.nb 

•fk 
This material, as it is .not part of the materials of 
Dn and Sen, Ixxnat does not really come under the 
C Archives but has been stored here mainly to keep it 
safe. 

A few years ago, however, the post of LRH Snr PA Archivist 
was established (formerly Snr PPRO Researcher) in the 
Snr PFRO Bu, and he has been getting into this type 
of material and is currently using it to assist in the 
writing of an LRH biography. 

So what I would like to do is turn some of this material 
over to him. 

As an added note Gerry has been very very helpful in 
finding things for the C Archives and turning them over 
to me. Last year in his researching he founc over 2QD 
audio recordings by LRH made in 19i|9» and just recently 

e found and turned over llj. of the original LRH PDC 
lecture charts ulus the original hand-drawn Chart of 
Human Evaluation drawn by LRH in 1951. And this is to 
name just a few. . 

He already has many many file cabinets of this typeef 
material (ie. regarding LRK's personal life, etc.) and 
I feel this material we have rightly belongs with him. 

Unfortunately this xmterial we have is so miscellaneous 
and varied I can*t give you a complete itemised breakdown. 
However, if I can have your permission I will Inspect 
each item personally before it is turned over and ensure 
that it is not something that would belong in the 
C Archives. . . 

CvfewV 
Approve that I turn over * items we have of a non-Dn & sen 
natvsfi to LRH Snr PA Archivist. 

- This is OK, ff\ Uvt, 


